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What makes Vampires so Cool? 

Whether they exist or not, is a different debate all 

together. But as of now, let’s talk about the 

vampires which films, stories and literature have 

managed to create in our minds. It’s been a long 

time that mankind has witnessed several movies 

and novels that are about vampires. 

Despite of being violent, cruel and scary; vampires 

manage to keep us excited and amazed about 

their personalities. If you are considering the most 

obvious factors like blood, immortality, power, 

invisibility or healing ability to be responsible for the 

vamp-sensation; it’s just a part of it. These might definitely be the qualities which we 

would desire in ourselves but, such is the case with any super power.  

Here are the three main reasons that give vampires, a special place in our hearts 

and minds… 

The Beauty Factor 

Yes! The first on the list is beauty. Somehow, vampires 

have always been projected as the most beautiful and 

handsome creatures in at least some phase of their 

routine. Although they after all become horrible looking 

creatures or simply fly away as bats; in their ‘normal’ form 

they are almost gods and goddesses of beauty. 

Flawlessly fair skin, no pimples, sexy figure, and perfect 

body curves, smooth and silky hair! What else can one 

possibly need to impress the opposite sex? This directly hits one of the most 

elemental basic instincts of life, the sex appeal. Now you might have figured out, 

why most of the vampire movies have sexy posters. 

The Bite Factor 

Again, vampires manage to attack one of the most 

attractive portions of human body-the neck! This not only 

makes the blood sucking ‘event’ interesting to watch, 

but also sensuous enough. This is also one of the reasons, 

why vampires have to get pretty intimate to their targets 

before the ‘attack’; which further adds-up to the 

excitement in our minds. 



Still Human! 

Indeed; the most important reason that gives vampires 

that ‘special spot’ is nothing but the fact that they are still 

humans! Despite all the powers and privileges that the 

vampires enjoy, they still manage to have the basic 

human form intact. This gives a strange sense of 

confidence as well as affinity for vampires. Without 

necessarily turning into all-time hideous monsters; 

vampires manage to become even more appealing 

after ‘the conversion’! 
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